CLEAR FORM SHELVES.
These shelves can be used for just about anything;
bars, restaurants, kids rooms, office, kitchens or
anywhere in and around your home. All shelves are
produced from either 1/2” or 3/4” or 1” thick acrylic
material.
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LED SHELVES
PRODUCT INTRODUCTION
Our Illuminated LED Wall Shelves are fabricated in our shop out of 3/4” frosted clear form™ material which looks almost exactly like frosted glass.
The clear form is virtually impossible to break. These floating shelves are mounted with wall brackets which we supply that clamp the wall shelf and
secure it in place. These brackets are easy to install and can be
mounted into studs or with the drywall anchors supplied.
If specified, we can also install a light diffuser on each wall shelf to eliminate hot spots coming through the front of the shelf.
Color Changing Note: You will need a controller and power supply to run each set of shelves.
One controller and power supply can run up to 20 linear feet of shelving.
Standard Size Measurements: 4.5”D x 3/4”H or 9” D x 3/4” H

The perfect Clear
Form display

ALUMINUM DECORATIVE PROFILE

The perfect acrylic display for your needs. We
offer a variety of custom made acrylic displays
for virtually any use. Clear Form shelves are
attractive and can last a lifetime when properly
cared for.
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- Made of clear acrylic 1/2” or 1” thick
- Heavy beveled rounded edges
- Screw installation
Clear Form brackets are top quality, crystal-clear Acrylic Shelf Brackets that can support up
to 16” shelves. They do not have a back plate, and they have a secure screw mount. They
are made out of CLEAR FORM acrylic with heavy-beveled rounded edges.
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All products subject to change without notice.

Material: Clear Form Acrylic
Finish:
Frosted
Clear
CustomPainted
Length: Standard 4 in. (custom length are special order)
Width:
Standard 6 in. (custom width are special order)
Depth:
Depth: 1/2 in. 3/4 in or 1 in.

